Evidence 1.2.4 Student Voice Surveys

STUDENT VOICE SURVEY FOR GRADES 3 - 5

READ EACH OF THE STATEMENTS BELOW CAREFULLY. CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE CHOICE THAT BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE STATEMENT.

1. MY TEACHER PUSHES US TO THINK HARD ABOUT THINGS WE READ.
   (1) NO, NEVER
   (2) MOSTLY NOT
   (3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
   (4) MOSTLY YES
   (5) YES, ALWAYS

2. MY TEACHER PUSHES EVERY STUDENT TO WORK HARD.
   (1) NO, NEVER
   (2) MOSTLY NOT
   (3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
   (4) MOSTLY YES
   (5) YES, ALWAYS

3. IN THIS CLASS WE LEARN TO THINK ABOUT THE WRITING WE DO.
   (1) NO, NEVER
   (2) MOSTLY NOT
   (3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
   (4) MOSTLY YES
   (5) YES, ALWAYS

4. IN THIS CLASS WE LEARN TO CORRECT OUR MISTAKES.
   (1) NO, NEVER
   (2) MOSTLY NOT
   (3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
   (4) MOSTLY YES
   (5) YES, ALWAYS

5. THIS CLASS IS NEAT – EVERYTHING HAS A PLACE AND THINGS ARE EASY TO FIND.
   (1) NO, NEVER
   (2) MOSTLY NOT
   (3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
   (4) MOSTLY YES
   (5) YES, ALWAYS

6. MY TEACHER EXPLAINS THINGS IN VERY ORDERLY WAYS.
7. MY TEACHER KNOWS WHEN THE CLASS UNDERSTANDS, AND WHEN WE DO NOT.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

8. MY TEACHER TAKES THE TIME TO SUMMARIZE WHAT WE LEARN EACH DAY.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

9. WHEN MY TEACHER MARKS MY WORK, HE/SHE WRITES ON MY PAPER TO HELP ME UNDERSTAND.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

10. MY CLASSMATES BEHAVE THE WAY MY TEACHER WANTS THEM TO.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

11. OUR CLASS STAYS BUSY AND DOES NOT WASTE TIME.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

12. STUDENTS BEHAVE SO BADLY IN THIS CLASS THAT IT SLOWS DOWN OUR LEARNING.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS
13. SCHOOL WORK IS INTERESTING.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

14. WE HAVE INTERESTING HOMEWORK.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

15. HOMEWORK HELPS ME LEARN.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

16. MY TEACHER IN THIS CLASS MAKES ME FEEL THAT HE/SHE REALLY CARES ABOUT ME.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

17. IF I AM SAD OR ANGRY, MY TEACHER HELPS ME FEEL BETTER.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

18. MY TEACHER SEEMS TO KNOW IF SOMETHING IS BOTHERING ME.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
(5) YES, ALWAYS

19. MY TEACHER GIVES US TIME TO EXPLAIN OUR IDEAS.

(1) NO, NEVER
(2) MOSTLY NOT
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES
(4) MOSTLY YES
20. MY TEACHER WANTS US TO SHARE OUR THOUGHTS.

(1) NO, NEVER  
(2) MOSTLY NOT  
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES  
(4) MOSTLY YES  
(5) YES, ALWAYS

21. STUDENTS SPEAK UP AND SHARE THEIR IDEAS ABOUT CLASS WORK.

(1) NO, NEVER  
(2) MOSTLY NOT  
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES  
(4) MOSTLY YES  
(5) YES, ALWAYS

22. MY TEACHER WANTS ME TO EXPLAIN MY ANSWERS – WHY I THINK WHAT I THINK.

(1) NO, NEVER  
(2) MOSTLY NOT  
(3) MAYBE/SOMETIMES  
(4) MOSTLY YES  
(5) YES, ALWAYS
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STUDENT VOICE SURVEY FOR GRADERS 6 – 12

READ EACH OF THE STATEMENTS BELOW CAREFULLY. CIRCLE THE NUMBER OF THE CHOICE THAT BEST DESCRIBES HOW YOU FEEL ABOUT THE STATEMENT.

1. IN THIS CLASS, WE LEARN A LOT EVERY DAY.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE  
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE  
(3) SOMEWHAT  
(4) MOSTLY TRUE  
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

2. IN THIS CLASS, WE LEARN TO CORRECT OUR MISTAKES.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE  
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE  
(3) SOMEWHAT  
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
3. MY TEACHER DOESN'T LET PEOPLE GIVE UP WHEN THE WORK GETS HARD.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

4. IN THIS CLASS, MY TEACHER ACCEPTS NOTHING LESS THAN OUR FULL EFFORT.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

5. MY TEACHER EXPLAINS DIFFICULT THINGS CLEARLY.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

6. MY TEACHER HAS SEVERAL GOOD WAYS TO EXPLAIN EACH TOPIC THAT WE COVER IN THIS CLASS.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

7. IF SOMEONE DOESN'T UNDERSTAND SOMETHING, MY TEACHER EXPLAINS IT ANOTHER WAY.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

8. MY TEACHER KNOWS WHEN THE CLASS UNDERSTANDS AND WHEN WE DO NOT.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

9. MY TEACHER CHECKS TO MAKE SURE WE UNDERSTAND WHAT SHE/HE IS TEACHING US.
10. THE COMMENTS THAT I GET ON MY WORK IN THIS CLASS HELP ME UNDERSTAND HOW TO IMPROVE.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

11. WE GET HELPFUL COMMENTS TO LET US KNOW WHAT WE DID WRONG ON ASSIGNMENTS.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

12. STUDENTS IN THIS CLASS TREAT THE TEACHER WITH RESPECT.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

13. MY CLASSMATES BEHAVE THE WAY THE TEACHER WANTS THEM TO.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

14. OUR CLASS STAYS BUSY AND DOES NOT WASTE TIME.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE
15. STUDENT BEHAVIOR IN THIS CLASS IS UNDER CONTROL.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

16. I LIKE THE WAYS WE LEARN IN THIS CLASS.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

17. MY TEACHER MAKES LESSONS INTERESTING.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

18. MY TEACHER MAKES LEARNING ENJOYABLE.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

19. MY TEACHER IN THIS CLASS MAKES ME FEEL THAT SHE/HE REALLY CARES ABOUT ME.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

20. MY TEACHER REALLY TRIES TO UNDERSTAND HOW STUDENTS FEEL ABOUT THINGS.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
21. MY TEACHER SEEMS TO KNOW IF SOMETHING IS BOTHERING ME.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

22. MY TEACHER RESPECTS MY IDEAS AND SUGGESTIONS.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

23. MY TEACHER WANTS US TO SHARE OUR THOUGHTS.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

24. STUDENTS SPEAK UP AND SHARE THEIR IDEAS ABOUT CLASS WORK.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE

25. MY TEACHER GIVES US TIME TO EXPLAIN OUR IDEAS.

(1) TOTALLY UNTRUE
(2) MOSTLY UNTRUE
(3) SOMEWHAT
(4) MOSTLY TRUE
(5) TOTALLY TRUE
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